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Fashion Show & Luncheon @ Home

Shifting to Serve • Bloom at Home
Welcome to Bloom - 2021!
Virtual once again, where our beautiful models will walk the runway in their homes, all to raise funds for those that will need us in the
upcoming year. This event always gives us great joy, filling our emotional cup to the brim! And this year will be no exception.
We have come full circle at UFH; however, that circle got a whole heck of a lot bigger as we can now serve women nationwide. Yes, that is
right: Unite for HER can serve women with its hallmark Wellness Program and Passport across the country!
During a year of great change and uncertainty, Unite for HER re-invented its programming to serve safely in the comfort of one’s home and
this not only resonated but also gave us much opportunity to serve on a national level. Because of your trust and support, Unite for HER has
been able to rise up during COVID without hesitation. With our community by our side, we remained steady and acted swiftly to innovate
and serve, delivering the gifts of joy, hope, resources, therapies, education, and much-needed human connection to more than 1,600 newly
diagnosed breast and ovarian cancer patients during a pandemic. All to the comfort of their homes, all via a digital platform and innovative
virtual experience.
We experienced great change these past 12 months, but with that came a great opportunity to serve those in need around the nation with
an exciting new virtual model. Cancer does not stop during a pandemic, and neither did Unite for HER. We will be forever united in love and
empathy for those we serve, and forever united with you, who continue to lift us up.
Today is a new day…that the light has not even touched yet, and one that will be remembered and cherished for how we made our women
feel! Thank you for celebrating this day with us.
With love and support,

Sue Weldon and the staff and board of Unite for HER

The VanCleve Pavilion
1604 E. Lancaster Avenue
Paoli, Pennsylvania 19301
484.318.8367
www.Sugarbridge.com
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Models
ANTONIA VELEZ
This stylish, sassy, beautiful human being is Antonia. My mother, my confidant, my hero, my best friend. She has the
biggest heart, she’s selfless, courageous and so strong. To witness her strength and resiliency through adversities has
encouraged and given me life through my own difficulties. Needless to say, she is my warri-her!
Her cancer journey started 22 years ago when she participated in a free mammogram screening bus that came
around our neighborhood in Boston. They detected a suspicious lesion on her left breast that turned out to be
estrogen receptor positive, lobular breast cancer (and DCIS). There was no family history. We were blindsided to say
the least.
While we are grateful for the exceptional care she received at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, unfortunately, after almost two decades of being
in remission, her Florida oncologist discovered the same cancer had metastasized to the bones. She has been in treatment since, for almost 3
years, to help slow down the disease process.
My mother’s faith has helped sustain her through this difficult time. Her church family has supported and uplifted her in her gloomy days. She’s
actively involved with her congregation and has such a servant heart. If you meet her, you would not know what she’s going through. She lives
victoriously and full of life! One of her favorite scriptures is Psalms 46:1 NIV: “God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble.”
I found Unite for HER through my work for a health care concierge company. When I inquired about the program, I mentioned how I wished a
program like theirs would exist in Florida and that’s when they told me they had expanded nationally!
My mother and I are awed by the kind of support that is offered. Unite for HER offers holistic, invaluable services and education that is
unparalleled to any support group I know of. I have been on a journey of integrating holistic therapies for my mom since she initially got
diagnosed and Unite for HER has just catapulted her in this direction. They not only tell you about wellness and integrative therapies to
complement the medical treatments, they offer them too!
My mother is honored to be a part of this community of caring and inspiring individuals. She’s overwhelmed by the continued support and
services given. It’s a different type of bond to connect with someone who has been through the same. Unite for HER has helped turn days of
gloom into bloom! She hopes that she can help support Unite For HER in reaching their fundraising goals so that another warri-her gets to feel
the love!

TIJEN GENCO
After some tragic experiences in my life, in 2012 I noticed lumps sticking out from my left breast. Upon
mammogram and ultrasound, they were found to be fluid cysts and the doctor’s recommended to be screened
yearly. After a while they disappeared but I always had dense breasts. In 2019 February I found a lump in my left
breast once again but this time the skin was also dimpling. I had no pain or other indications. I have no one with
breast cancer in my family lineage.
I was not in a place of emotional strength to investigate it right away this time. I waited until 2019 November
to get it checked out. Mammogram showed abnormalities so as the ultrasound. This time, the diagnosis was
breast cancer. Although I prepared myself to hear any result, it was quite hard hearing the news from the surgeon on the phone. I remember
sitting in surgeon’s office the next day in the afternoon when she took her time, explaining to me the diagnosis, the treatment options and
all. It was quite hard to go through that experience as the diagnosis and the treatment options were quite complicated and I was by myself.
Although I was already a service provider for UFH for a few years, and am a board-certified health and wellness coach, I found the experience
to be quite complex and hard one to digest. It was the time of holidays, so I kept the news to myself until January as I worked through my
emotions and my responses within.
What I often recommend to my students and clients in life situations like this to create a space between the experience and the moment. I
choose to focus in the moment. My mantra was that I had no problem at this moment while I went through the surgery and radiation therapy
in the middle of the COVID pandemic. I already had pink quartz crystals in my house. I obtained more and kept them in my pockets and in
my hands while I was receiving radiation treatments daily. I created crystal prayer mandalas each day and placed them on my bed. I created
a healthy Tijen vision board from my own inspirational images and used them as a background of my computer and use the printed versions
of that all around my house. COVID impacted amount of support I could get from outside, so I found the help within as well as in the spiritual
realms. I loved receiving UFH produce boxes. They were filled with lively veggies and came to my door, so I did not need to venture out to
the stores while having low energy in the middle of the pandemic. Through UFH, and Lancaster Farm Fresh, potent life was being delivered to
me…
“Hero’s journey for claiming one’s strength can offer many challenges in many different aspects in our lives. What we do with them, and how
we choose to respond is in our hands.” – Tijen Genco, Executive, Life and Well-being Coach
“May your journey to strength be an inspiration to you and through you to many so that in your journey to find the light, you become a
beacon for all.”

CRYSTY JENKINS
Wednesday, November 27, 2019, I walked into the breast surgeon’s office to receive what was said to be results of a double biopsy that would
“certainly be benign”. Bare naked, breast exposed, the surgeon walked into the room with the semblance of concern seeping from her every
being. “I’m so sorry dripped from her lips”…I’m sorry…I didn’t know…Crysty, you have cancer…reverberated through corridors, bounced off
cold white walls, and rung in my ears over a thousand times.
“STAGE 0-2…but you’ll survive.” “STAGE 0-2…but you’re going to make it.”
“You may not need chemotherapy, but you will have to undergo radiation. After radiation you’ll have to be on hormone therapy for about 5
years...but you’re going to survive. Oh, and you won’t be able to have any children.” This is how I heard the news.
January 8, 2020 after hours of surgery to remove the tumor (lumpectomy) and breast reconstruction. I opened my eyes, to my entire body trembling in excruciating pain, weeks of recovery, physical therapy, radiation, and years of tamoxifen to look forward to.
This is a day I will NEVER forget, as my life had forever changed. On this day, God, for some odd reason chose me! He chose me, on that day, at that hour, for that specific PURPOSE!
He decided to hand me a gift! A gift I didn’t ask for, nor did I desire. Wrapped and beautifully packaged in a gorgeous PINK box, adorned with an amazing pink ribbon. The reason
why I refer to it as a “gift”, albeit difficult, depressing, exhausting, and scary at times, it has changed my life forever! FOR THE BETTER!
I look through the lens of life with different eyes. A renewed mind, faith and PURPOSE. It’s a DAILY reminder of what I’m LIVING for, who I’m fighting for and why I’M STILL HERE!!
So, let’s celebrate!! Love on your loved ones! Give them flowers while they’re still here. TELL THEM YOU LOVE THEM. SHOW THEM YOU LOVE THEM. SHOW THEM YOU CARE…
while they’re still here!
To my son, William Christopher McClam, if it wasn’t for you, I might not have made it. You GAVE/GIVE ME REASON. Every single day, even the days I truly don’t feel I have any more
fight in me, I will continue to FIGHT…LIKE A WILD CRAZY GIRL, because you deserve it! I deserve it. WE DESERVE IT! I want to be here for you, as much as you want me to be here!!!
Mommy loves you to the moon and all the way back!
Unite for HER…came into my life at a time I desperately needed. This journey is and has been far from easy. The adjustment has been extremely difficult at times. Along this journey
to a new way of life, as I was halfway through my radiation treatments, the Covid-19 pandemic shut all of us down. There have been many times during this journey that I questioned
many things. There was a time in my life where I had more questions than answers. I found myself, “sheltering in place”, but still leaving my home daily for radiation treatments. Feeling the onset of depression, I cried, I prayed and literally the very next day I received a call from Unite for HER! Unite for HER has been here for me and my son ever since. Providing
us with the love, support, and a plethora of other things. Unite for HER was my lifesaver at a time where I honestly questioned if I’d make it. The Unite for HER family has provided
me and my son with several reasons to smile and me with many reasons to keep fighting and pushing forward. Unite for HER has been here with me every step of the way. Providing
me with the tools, resources, recipes and healing therapy that I really needed and many others I didn’t even realize I needed until Unite for HER suggested it. Unite for HER has never
forgotten me nor my son. Without Unite for HER, I honestly don’t know if I would have made it through this. I am forever grateful.
I’m not just “surviving.” I AM THRIVING!!

STACIE CRANE
Hi, my name is Stacie Crane and I was diagnosed with breast cancer on June, 1, 2020 at the age of 37yo. I live in
Furlong, PA (outside of Doylestown) with my husband Anthony Piccari, and our two wonderful children AJ (5yo) and
Mia (2yo).
Back in April 2020, when we were all under quarantine, I felt a lump. Dr Google said “Boobs are lumpy…”. I
dismissed it. Exactly one month later… that lump didn’t go away. Reluctantly, I called my doctor, who got me in for an
appointment the following day. Good thing too – I was immediately sent for a mammogram, ultrasound and eventually
a biopsy of the tumor and some cells in my lymph nodes… whatever it was had spread… quickly! On June 1, 2020, I
was diagnosed with Triple Negative Invasive ductal carcinoma – stage 2B.
I recall the nurse walking me out the back door of the office, before I left she asked me if I had help at home because I wasn’t going to be able to function normally once I started treatment. I remember staring back at the nurse dumbfounded. It was like she was speaking in another language. I sort of
waved her off, saying “no thank you” and “I’ll be okay”.
I truly had no idea.
I concluded my first round of chemotherapy on November 12, 2020, followed by double mastectomy in December 2020, and 25 rounds of radiation,
which I completed March 2021. This spring I will start a new chemo regiment for six months, and I am being monitored for ovarian cancer due to the
BRCA1 genetic mutation. I will eventually have to make the decision to have a full hysterectomy or oophorectomy within the next 2 years. I look forward
to being cancer free in the near future… until then… the fight goes on!
I am not going to be the same woman I was before cancer, but that doesn’t have to be a bad thing! ~me
UFH has played a huge role in my quest to beat this horrible disease! More now than ever it is so difficult to navigate a cancer diagnosis and treatment
- then layer on a pandemic. I felt that the Passport program, and care package UFH provides, helped me to not only feel better about myself physically,
but gave me options in a time of uncertainty. Just to have those options means so much to me - whether it’s a massage or acupuncture (for the dreaded
neuropathy), or the beauty products when we feel anything but... maybe a recipe from the cookbook or farm fresh co-op delivered weekly... these are
things that go such a long way. We are holding our breath with every treatment, every scan, every test result… UFH was a breath of fresh air followed by
a warm hug!
I don’t know any other organization that has these options. I want to be able to give that to other women too!

CHRISTINA GRAY
I was only 32 years old and 6 weeks pregnant when I was diagnosed with Stage 3 Triple Negative
Breast cancer.
I had the adrenaline to get through all the physical stuff. I completed surgery and 6 months of
chemotherapy before my son, Julian, was born and then I started radiation when he was just 5 weeks
old. The mental impact of cancer was the most difficult. It instilled fear that no one should have to
deal with; at any age. For anyone who has gone down a rabbit hole or to this dark negative place
for whatever reason; it’s an uphill battle to climb out. Essentially, you have to train your brain to stay
positive and you learn to cherish and surround yourself with relationships that allow you to do that!
I am blessed with amazing family support and I am forever grateful for the outpouring of love from people I knew and from those
in which it was truly unexpected! The people that went out of their way to do and say nice or inspiring things are really what I held
onto at such a low point and looking back I really do remember everyone who did! There was a woman that I didn’t know who
cheered and cried for me when I rang the radiation bell and she said:
“Live your life; shine your light.”
I’m sharing this because I held onto those words and I still do and the fact that she was genuinely happy for someone she didn’t
even know is such a beautiful part of life. She went out of her way to tell me that and I will cherish these words forever!
If you’re in a position to donate to this organization please know Unite for HER is incredible! You will be giving someone the tools
for a healthier lifestyle both mentally and physically and most definitely at a point in their life when they need it most! Please help
me in reaching my goal of $2,000 to fund a year of integrative therapies for someone affected by breast or ovarian cancer.

ANGELINA CARIONE
I was 41 years old when I was diagnosed with stage III breast cancer in 2018. My son, Alexander, had
just turned two and I was recovering from a miscarriage when I received the news. The following year
included a bilateral mastectomy, 8 rounds of chemotherapy, 30 sessions of radiation, and hormone
therapy. I did my best to stay positive, but to be honest, it was a scary time.
While the diagnosis was difficult, there was also so much joy. I received an abundance of love,
kindness, and understanding from family, friends, coworkers, friends of friends, associates, and even
strangers. Unite for HER was there for me when I needed support the most and helped me make
positive changes for me and my family which has made our lives better and healthier.
This cancer journey has changed my perspective. Flowers are more colorful. The sky is more blue. People are kinder than I thought
and holding hands more tender. My son’s laugh is sweeter and my time with him more precious. I feel thankful for all I have and am
hopeful about the future.
Going forward, I want to give back for all the love and support I received. I am here to encourage mammograms and self exams.
I’m here to lend a hand and be a supportive advocate. I’m here to help bring awareness to breast cancer. And I believe we will all
get through this, together.
Quote:
Live Life!

CRISTIN CHALFONT
In April 2019 I got the call that nobody ever wants to get. It was the day after Easter and we were
waiting for my biopsy results. At the time I was feeling pretty optimistic. I was young and in good
health so I was sure the lump I had found was going to be nothing. Sure enough I heard those
dreaded words, “It’s Cancer.”
From there it was a downward spirial of doctor appointments and one testing after another. That
is when I was officially diagnosed as Triple Negative with the BRACA 1 gene. I went on to have 16
rounds of chemotherapy, a double mastectomy, radiation and a full hysterectomy.
During this time I was so fortunte to not only have my family and friends by my side, but the support
of our community as well. Weather it was someone dropping off a meal or offering to help with my kids, it truly made our lives
easier.
It wasn’t until I was in treatment that I kept hearing, “Unite for HER.” My oncologist and nurse navigatior quickly helped me
find out about this amazing organization! Unite for HER came into my life when I was trying to find my way through unchartered
territory. My Wellness Day was packed with the most amazing information. I quickly learned that there were so many options and
resources to explore to help me get through the numerous side effects that I was to encounter.
I loved using my passport for the CSA shares! I enjoy cooking and being able to cook healthy meals for my family made me feel so
good. It also gave me a sense of normal during these long days inbetween treatments. Every week I looked forward to picking up
my shares and then wait patiently for Erin and Michele to post their video telling all about the veggies and how to utilize them!
I also found the oncology massage to be so beneficial. I was suffering from some debilitating pain throughout my body. I was
so uncomfortable and wasn’t sleeping well at all. When I went to the massage I wasn’t sure what to expect. The therapist was
nothing short of amazing. She was incredibly empathaic to my needs and was so knowledgable about my sitiution. She explained
everything she was going to do and why she was going to do it.
Now that its been two years since my intial diagnosis, Unite for HER continues to be by my side. I love that I can still reach out to
the wonderful women of Unite for HER and get their advice. Even though I had my family, friends and community behind me Unite
for HER truly helped me get through some of the hardest days of my life. For that I am forever grateful.

DIANA GRAHAM
As an avid CrossFitter and lifter, I am very aware of my body. In March and in the midst of a pandemic,
I was startled when one day I had blinding pain in my lower abdomen. Having a history with ovarian
cysts, I assume one ruptured and this pain was from that. I had an ultrasound done. There were
two cysts on my ovaries. One was the size of a lemon an the other was the size of an orange. “They
will most likely reduce in size and in 8 weeks we will check them again.” In July, I had met with a
Gynecological Oncological Surgeon because one did not go away. Instead, the cyst the size of an
orange, grew twice its size.
My surgery in July turned into an 8-day hospital stay due to aspiration pneumonia. My pathology
report took a while to come back. There was definitely ovarian cancer, but they found something else.
My Surgeon called me in for another biopsy. This time for my Uterus. This biopsy came back quickly. Instead of starting chemo
6 weeks post-surgery, I was encouraged to have a hysterectomy instead. The pain that I was having back in March was from a
tumor they found in my uterus. This tumor was 2/3 the size of my uterus. I was diagnosed with Stage 1A Uterine Cancer & Stage
1C Ovarian Cancer. My situation is unique because without the pain that the Uterine Cancer was causing, I may not have found
the ovarian cancer at such an early stage. From there, I started chemo. My first treatment with paclitaxel ended abruptly due to
my allergic reaction. It caused anaphylactic shock. Abraxane became the new chemo drug.. My last chemo treatment was in late
January and I am happy to say I am in remission!
I am so grateful for my team of doctors who lead me in the right direction, and Unite for HER, which is an amazing resource. I was
able to use my passport for the FarmCoop, Nutritional Information, and therapeutic massages. I am so honored to be able to give
back to this organization and hopefully help someone else.

SHARON HAZLEY
I was sent for a mammogram and biopsy of a lump I found in my left breast a week after my 37th
birthday. Even after being told it was cancer, it still hadn’t really clicked. To be honest, I can’t even
really remember what was said to me at that first appointment, I just knew beating it was the only
option. I was diagnosed stage 1 but after my double mastectomy, and finding cancerous lymph
nodes, I was moved to stage 2b. As of today (March 17) I have one more chemo treatment, will start
5-6 weeks of radiation in May and then continue with a lifetime of management and check ups.

I heard a quote recently that said “in times of despair, look for the helpers.” There aren’t strong
enough words to express how grateful I am to everyone who has rallied around me. I’ve rekindled lost friendships from college,
received meals and support from neighbors, friends and people I haven’t seen since high school and met new allies along the way.

My husband has been my ROCK and stepped into Mom duties for our 4 kids, our families have jumped in as well and I know we
couldn’t have done this without all of them. Having cancer during Covid forced me to go to chemo alone and the nurses at Radnor
Penn campus were heaven sent and the most amazing people. Thank you thank you thank you to everyone! It really does take a
village.

My family has supported and participated in Unite for HER events before, and now here I am benefiting from their services. It’s
such an isolating feeling having cancer and I am so grateful to have this organization to offer their programs and support. I am
hopeful my cancer journey will end, but my support of Unite for HER will last a lifetime.

FRANCES PEREZ
2020 started out like any other year…not a care in the world. Just living life to it’s grandest. I took a trip to visit my
mom in Florida, came home to celebrate my best friend’s birthday with a big bash and even went out on the town
to celebrate mine – something I never do. Just 1 week after my 54th birthday I received the shocking news that I
had Stage 4 Ovarian Cancer. I had lost a friend - who was very much like a sister - to cancer 7 months prior, I was
devastated. It was so raw in my soul and the fear of losing my life hit me like a ton of bricks. How am I going to tell
my daughter? How is my mom going to handle it?
I called my oldest sister and asked her to tell the others. I knew I couldn’t keep it together. This wasn’t something
we had ever dealt with in our family, and we couldn’t fathom what the outcome would be.
At the time I lived with my fiancée who supported me – praying incessantly and helping me with daily activities. I told my daughter about my
diagnosis and she moved back home. She took me to every chemotherapy. My sister who lived 30 miles away was on duty with me for 4 or 5 days
after each treatment. She helped out with cleaning and cooking and motivating me to get up and walk around the house. Oh, and the phone calls,
text messages, flowers, chocolates, fruits, etc. flooded in – wow, did I have a lot of people who cared! I am beyond blessed!
My first treatment was a nightmare. Only patients were allowed in the clinics due to the pandemic. What a terrifying experience sitting in a chair
alone waiting for some kind of chemical to be pumped into my body – not knowing how it would affect me. One down and 6 more to go – so far
so good. I must admit, the medical staff at the Sydney Kimmel Center in Washington Township, NJ is awesome. They put so much compassion and
care into their work. They made my journey swifter. They called when they said they would. They followed up when they said they would follow up.
They were always available to answer questions. And all with the most pleasant demeanor.
My nurse introduced me to Unite for HER when I went to my first consult and I thank her for it every day. The professional services gifted to me
by UFH helped me find relief and normalcy. Just a wonderful group of people who genuinely show how much they care about my wellness. I have
taken advantage of therapeutic massages, CSA, nutritional consult, meal kits and yoga. Today I am proud to be a part of the Ambassador Program
reaching out and connecting with other women who are diagnosed with ovarian or breast cancer. I find solace in my conversations with these
other women.
Today I find myself in remission taking maintenance medication and staying connected to the UFH community. This is a life-long sisterhood no
matter where we are in our journey. And I know the continued support is an integrative part of my life now.
Quote: “Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how you react to it.” – Charles R. Swindoll
Just as Unite for HER was there for me, I wish to pass it forward. Please join me by helping me reach my goal of $2,000 to fund a year of
integrative therapies for someone affected by breast or ovarian cancer.

LAKIA BELCHER
It all started with a monthly breast exam in June 2020. My Godsister Chawnte’ reminded me monthly to check my breast because
SHE was a person living with Metastatic Breast Cancer and her mission was to create awareness for women of color around this
relentless disease. Sadly, we lost her, but NOT before she saved my life! So I check often…this month was different. When I felt the
lump my heart dropped, I immediately started sweating, and needed a second set of hands. So I have my husband re-check my
right breast. Yep, he felt it too…” Lakia, don’t panic, call Dr. S have her take a look”. A lot happened between June and October
but frankly NOT ENOUGH! Fast forward to October, after multiple checks, and some dismissive attitudes from some medical
professionals (we can talk about that later), finally, I got a referral to Dr. Q (breast surgeon), AND SHE performed an in-office biopsy.
The FIRST diagnosis… 10/13/2020
After months of uncertainty, anxiety, prayer; we have answers: “Lakia your biopsy indicates there is Cancer in the right breast”.
Stage 1/Grade 2 invasive ducal mammary carcinoma (IDC). Most likely surgery will be the step. The MRI will give the team (because with cancer you get a team) the
information to determine what kind of surgery I needed: lumpectomy or mastectomy. The oncologist (Dr. M) will determine if radiation and/or chemotherapy is needed
from the genetic testing and cell samples. Long-term medication will also be required. But let’s get more testing and scans so we have a complete picture.
10/26/2020: MRI revealed that I need a Mastectomy of my right Breast. It also showed cancer in my right underarm lymph-nodes. I was scheduled for a followup ultrasound and biopsy of both underarms. Dr. M requested more testing and scans so she will have all the info from all the pathology reports. THE WAIT IS
EXHAUSTING and emotionally draining! Every time I looked at my little family I felt a pain deep in my chest wondering about the unknown. But Lakia…where is your
FAITH?
The Second Diagnosis…11/5/2020
Dr. Q (my breast surgeon) was very calm when she said “Testing and imaging revealed that you have Metastatic Brest Cancer; Stage 4”. The wind was knocked out of
me, I can’t breathe, I’m sweating…is this real, why ME!!! I have a husband, 2 kids, I’m only 38…is this a death sentence??? But Lakia…why NOT you?
Dr. Q further explained that my cancer has progressed to an INCURABLE point! Breast Cancer has set up shop all over my upper body and bones. This was going to be
a lifelong FIGHT. So my pink ribbon that so many women identify with; and is a universal symbol for survivors; in a matter of seconds has changed to the multi-colored
ribbon that not many know about and I will never get to ring that bell! So what does my fight look like??? How do I battle this disease????
First of all, I am not in this FIGHT alone! I have a small army of loved ones that are in my corner to pick me up and carry me through this battle when I can’t! WE fight
together to beat this cancer into remission! My team of doctors has so many treatment options that will help me live and thrive! Unite for HER has become a part of
my team and has embraced me into a community that puts HER before her cancer! With Unite for HER, I am more that my diagnosis; they see Lakia…a wife, a

Mother, an Educator, and Advocate! Metastatic Breast Cancer has a new face that plans to shed light on the black sheep of cancers that women just
don’t talk about!
We fight...Gloves up!
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You can help

FUND A WOMAN

Your generous gift allows Unite for HER to fully fund complementary therapy
treatment costs for women in our Wellness Programs. By giving each patient a
full year to utilize up to $2,000 worth of healing services, we are empowering
them to take control and pursue the therapies they feel will offer the greatest
benefit to their recovery.

Your donation provides:

Celebrating 10 Years

$2,000 - Wellness Day experience and full year of
complementary therapies for one participant
$1,000 - Extended support for woman managing
metastatic disease
$500 - Five virtual professional counseling sessions
$300 - Three distance Reiki sessions
$100 - Five weeks of fresh organic vegetables
$50
- Private nutrition consultation and cookbook

To donate, please visit us online at www.uniteforher.org/bloom.

We believe

in raising, serving and
eating food that is good
and good for you.
TM

©2018 Panera Bread. All Rights Reserved.

Beauty & Fashion
TISH BOUTIQUE
We love fashion. Our comprehensive list of brands and designers showcases our passion for fashion and
individual style.We believe that every woman should feel and look their best at any age, size, or income
level. Tish offers a wide range of labels that we believe in. We choose unique and special pieces from each
brand, making sure we can satisfy every shopper.
Tish is on a constant search for emerging fashion designers because we know that blending the latest
trends with classic pieces is the key to personal style. Our appreciation for style and quality is displayed in
luxurious fabrics, premium denim, and handmade jewelry. Shopping for the perfect outfit is made simple
and truly intimate because of our passion for what we sell.
Touting designers such as Badgley Mischka, Milly, Vince, Amanda Uprichard, Lilly Pulitzer,
BCBG Max Azria, Lola & Sophie, Ecru, Sanctuary, DL1961 Premium Denim, and many more.
Located on Gay Street in West Chester | Shop Online at www.tishstyle.com

Beauty & Fashion
VAN CLEVE BRIDAL & EVENING
Deborah Van Cleve has been in business for over 30 years. Her acute attention to detail and experienced
stylists have carefully curated the perfect collection of bridal, evening, and bridesmaid gowns. With over
1,000 gowns in-store, you are bound to find exactly what you are looking for!
Everyone loves the Van Cleve experience! Our newly remodeled space is designed with private show
rooms complete with a mini runway and full-mirror walls. You can relax with a glass of champagne and
soak in the beauty surrounding you! Our staff loves what they do and want to bring you the best
Van Cleve experience!
Located in Paoli, we are so excited to meet you! | www.vanclevebridal.com

Beauty & Fashion
LILLY PULITZER
It all happened by accident, when in 1959-ish Lilly (McKim) Pulitzer—a stylish Palm Beach hostess and
socialite whose husband Peter Pulitzer owned several Florida citrus groves—needed a project of her own.
With Peter’s produce, she opened a juice stand on Via Mizner, just off Worth Avenue in Palm Beach. Lilly
Pulitzer’s business was a hit, but squeezing oranges, lemons, limes, and pink grapefruit made a mess of
her clothes.
Realizing that she needed a juice stand uniform, Lilly asked her dressmaker to design a dress that would
camouflage the stains. The result? A comfortable sleeveless shift dress made of bright, colorful printed
cotton in pink, green, yellow and orange. Although her customers liked Lilly’s juice, they loved her shift
dresses.
Soon Lilly was selling more shift dresses than juice, so she decided to stop squeezing and focus on
designing and selling her “Lillys.” Lilly Pulitzer became a fashion sensation and a creator of authentic
American resort wear as we know it. The brand just celebrated its 60th anniversary and continues to
create authentic printed styles straight from the in-house print design studio.

PROUD PARTNER OF UNITE FOR HER

Manufacturing Excellence Since 1966.
Competition Landing Mats • Gymnastics Meet Rentals
Progressive Skill Builder Shapes • Skill Cushions 4", 8", 12"
AAI Gymnastics Equipment • Spring Floor Systems
Wall Padding • Safety Training Pits

mancinomats.com
AJS Pancott Gymnastics NTC

991 South Bolmar Street • West Chester, PA
610-431-2477 • www.ajspancott.com

AJS
GYMNASTICS
NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER

Always proudly supporting

unite for HER

Staff
Cathy Brosnan - Bookkeeper
Cameron Cotrufello - Special Events Manager
Michele DiCristofaro - Culinary Nutrition Consultant
Bernadette Pinamont - Volunteer Accounting Oversight
Monica Horner - Fundraising & Special Events Associate
Gail Kelly - Outreach Program & Analytics Manager
Jen Morell - Development & Major Gifts Manager
Jan Nowell - Administrative Assistant

Colleen O’Connor - Volunteer Grant Writer
Carol Nowry - Volunteer Coordinator
Erin Pellegrin - Culinary Nutrition Manager
Peyton Pflug - Public Relations Associate
Nina Ritrovato - Wellness Day Program Manager
Corianne Schrim - Digital Media & Marketing Manager
Sue Weldon - CEO & Founder

Board
Dr. Linna Li - Chair, Executive Committee
Amy Gallo - Vice Chair, Executive Committee
Cathy Dougherty - Treasurer, Finance Committe
Connie Fogarty - Member, Finance Committee
Parker Carroll - Member, Development Committee

Meghan McVety - Member, Strategic Plan Advisor
Jeff Shapiro - Member, Finance Committee
Dr. Mark Shahin - Member, Ovarian Cancer Advisor
Cheldin Barlatt Rumer - Member

Elizabeth & James Clarke

"In honor of all my
Unite for HER
pink and teal sisters."

Grand Prize Raffles

Enter to win:
bidpal.net/bloom2021

designers
Zadig & Volatire
Sundry
Karina Grimaldi
Dolce Vita
Autumn Cashmere
Ramy Brook
Mother Denim
P448
Bella Dahl
Leallo
Gold Hawk
Free People

shop online 24/7
@ tishstyle.com
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2021

138 e gay street
west chester, pa 19380
610-692-7500

